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Once the decision to automate has been made, there is a wide — and often confusing — variety of actuators from which to choose. This paper is designed to make all these decisions easier by providing a quick-reading overview of:

- The key factors to consider when making the decision to automate.
- The most common types of actuators and the applications for which each is best suited. (To aid the reader, major classifications of actuators are organized in the same cascading hierarchy traditionally used for cost/benefit analysis by the oil and gas industry.)
- Hybrid and specialized actuators used for certain specific applications (such as pipeline control).
- Emerging trends in technology and regulation that may influence the decision-making process.

Valve automation dramatically improves control, precision and efficiency. While these advantages must be weighed against higher capital and operating costs, actuators are frequently found to be a cost-effective investment for most oil and gas applications.

Figure 1: Actuators are frequently found to be a cost-effective investment for most upstream and midstream oil and gas applications.
Is automation right for your application?

Three factors typically encourage the decision to automate:

- **Frequency of operation**—Valves that must perform a high number of operations or regularly perform modulating functions are good candidates for automation.
- **Ease of access**—Automation increases the efficiency of valves in remote areas, unmanned installations, dangerous environments, the execution of lightly serviced processes, and the use of large valves requiring significant time or effort to operate manually.
- **Critical functions**—Actuators offer significant advantages for shutdown or blowdown services, protective applications, applications requiring high precision or speed, reliable performance or process monitoring.

These benefits come with a few tradeoffs. In addition to making systems more complex, actuators directly and indirectly create additional capital and operating costs, including:

- Design and implementation costs
- Physical and logical layout and interfaces
- Process controls (including the integration of automated functions)
- Defining suitable material specifications
- The need for more skilled operating personnel
- Equipment capital and operating cost
- Service utility capital and operating costs
- Actuator maintenance and eventual upgrades

Despite these considerations, the oil and gas industry generally considers the benefits of actuators significant enough to be worth the investment. According to data published by European Industrial Forecasting Ltd. (EIF) in 2015, nearly 75% of all valves in the oil and gas sector are automated, compared to just 30% across all industries combined.

Nearly 75% of all valves in the oil and gas sector are automated, compared to just 30% across all industries combined.

The actuator hierarchy

Each kind of actuator has unique advantages and limitations. While no single type is appropriate for every job, it’s relatively easy to determine which category is the best fit for your application.

The industry typically compares the three major options using a cascading hierarchy: electric actuators are usually the first choice whenever possible, followed by pneumatics and hydraulics, in that order.

![Figure 2: Automation increases the efficiency of the valves in remote areas, unmanned installations and dangerous environments.](image)
Electric actuation

Electric actuators use electrical power to actuate a valve. While most of the basic technology used in electric actuators has been around since the 1930s, decades of incremental improvement have significantly increased their functionality while dramatically reducing their cost. In recent years, these advances have reached a tipping point that makes electric actuators the first choice for a wide variety of applications.

Pros

• Electric power is relatively inexpensive, easy to manage, and normally available to most industrial sites. The capital cost of electric actuators is typically cheaper per equivalent unit of torque/thrust output. They’re also cleaner and safer to operate.
• Electric actuators can provide superior positioning accuracy for control or modulating valve functions, which can include provisions for a high degree of process monitoring, data logging and information feedback.
• All necessary control functions are integral to electric actuators, reducing capital costs.
• Electric actuators significantly reduce control wiring costs by enabling distributed control. They simplify control logic by integrating control commands and feedback into customer SCADA or DCS systems. (Traditional electromechanical control systems require a dedicated wire for each command and feedback signal, leading to cable bundles with seven or more cores as minimum for each actuator. By contrast, a typical bus system can use one twisted pair wire in a daisy chain configuration to carry all required input and output signals.)
• As torque and thrust requirements increase, electric actuators weigh less and have smaller footprints compared to pneumatic actuators.
• Electric actuators may be combined with external gearboxes to produce extremely high output thrust and torque values.

Cons

• With the exception of a few specific configurations, electric actuators can’t guarantee a fail-safe stroke but will “fail in the last position.” (Fail-safe stroke refers to an actuator’s ability to move a valve to a predefined safe position when power fails).
• Electric actuators have more complex and sensitive components than the mechanical parts used in other types of actuators. Electronic technology also requires periodic refreshing to keep pace with component changes and improvements.
• Beyond a certain size/torque range, electric actuators are less cost-effective and generally have limitations in operating speed when compared to pneumatic and hydraulic actuators.
• In hazardous areas with potential exposure to explosive process media, electric actuators require more specific certifications and construction features to be considered safe for use.

Recommended applications

Electric actuation is the first choice for most oil and gas applications. They’re ideal for general process valve automation, non-critical applications, and light-duty modulating applications (generally up to 1200 starts per hour), although some can modulate continuously up to 3600 starts per hour.

Figure 3: In recent years, electric actuators have become the first choice for a wide variety of applications because of their versatility, superior positioning accuracy and low cost of ownership.
Pneumatic Actuation

Pneumatic actuators are simple mechanical devices, able to incorporate a mechanical action or valve stroke by storing energy in a spring.

A key advantage of this design is that a pneumatic actuator can always reach a predefined safe condition, even after the loss of its primary power supply (compressed air or electricity to the control components). This is the most important differentiator between pneumatic and electric actuators today. It’s also why nearly 90% of on/off piston-type actuators are spring-return (as opposed to double-acting).

Pneumatics become the actuator of choice in applications where electric actuators don’t meet process requirements for fail-safe action, high torques or very high operating speed.

Pros

- Pneumatic systems run on compressed air, a safe fluid medium (electric power is necessary to operate a compressor).
- Pneumatic control equipment is widely available and relatively inexpensive.
- Pneumatic control systems can be configured to achieve a vast range of functions. Heavy-duty pneumatic actuators can be used for modulating applications (though not with a high degree of positioning accuracy or hysteresis).
- Pneumatic actuators allow very high-speed operation.

Cons

- Pneumatic actuators are typically more costly than equivalent torque electric actuators on all but the largest valves, especially when factoring in control components such as solenoid valves, air filter regulators and other pneumatic instrumentation.
- At present, pneumatic actuators are not easily integrated into electronic data management systems.
- As valve size increases, pneumatic actuator size also increases. Pneumatic cylinders can become large with very high air volumes, leading to more energy costs for compressed air, large footprints, and high weight impacting on piping construction support. This may be a concern for upstream offshore applications, where size and weight compactness is often an important requirement.
- The regulatory environment for pneumatics is changing much faster than the actuators themselves. Proven existing systems increasingly require approval from third-party validating agencies, while safety and integrity compliance standards are regularly increased. As a result, pneumatic systems can require periodic upgrades to meet new standards of materials usage and performance guarantees.

Recommended applications

Pneumatic actuators are widely used in onshore oil and gas applications. The also account for about 40% of offshore applications, typically on small- to medium-sized valves where their size and weight penalties have less impact on construction costs and installation footprints.

Figure 4: Because of their ability to store energy in a spring, pneumatic actuators can always reach a predefined safe condition (fail-open or fail-closed), even after the loss of its primary power supply.
Hydraulic actuation

When size and weight requirements no longer make pneumatic actuators economical, the choice shifts to hydraulic actuators. Other specific factors can also drive the choice to hydraulics, usually as a result of the specific characteristics of hydraulic fluids.

**Pros**

- While hydraulic cylinders must be stronger and thicker to contain higher pressures, they have much smaller dimensions. This size benefit is the primary reason to use hydraulic actuation.
- Unlike pneumatics, the high-pressure mineral oil that drives hydraulic actuators can’t be compressed. For this reason, hydraulic actuators are more precise than pneumatics, making them preferred for use in modulating or positioning applications where a high degree of accuracy is required.
- In corrosive atmospheres, hydraulic fluids offer a higher degree of corrosion protection in the actuator cylinder than air or gas.
- Hydraulic systems can operate very large actuators at extremely high speeds.

**Cons**

- High-pressure hydraulic fluid is complex to manage, creating safety and environmental risks. Personnel with higher skill levels are required when dealing with high-pressure hydraulic instrumentation.
- Hydraulic control instrumentation is significantly more expensive, and is available from a much smaller supplier base.
- Like pneumatics, hydraulic actuators face increasingly stringent regulation. The mineral oil used in hydraulic systems adds an additional set of environmental limitations relating to handling, disposal, pollution risks and other factors.

**Recommended applications**

Offshore installations and upstream applications are the primary users of hydraulic actuators. In these environments, the space- and weight-saving benefits of the small cylinders are significant enough to offset the higher costs and risks associated with the use of high-pressure hydraulic fluids.

Onshore applications will primarily require hydraulic actuation only when extremely high torques or operating speeds are required by a specific application.

*Figure 5: Hydraulic cylinders must be stronger and thicker to contain higher pressures, but they have much smaller dimensions. This size benefit is the primary reason to use hydraulic actuation.*
Specialized actuators for pipeline applications

Two major types of actuators lie outside the hierarchy detailed on page 3: gas-powered and electrohydraulic. Depending on the application, one of these might replace a counterpart in any of the three major categories. Both are primarily used by the midstream segment, most specifically by the pipeline industry.

The defining characteristic of pipeline actuation is the need to automate large isolating ball valves, typically used to seal off segments of pipeline for routine process isolation, line break mitigation, pigging, and so on. Pipeline applications also tend to be remote from other industrial infrastructure. This often means no external power supply is available, or that electric power (the easiest form to transmit) is the only option.

The automation products that best serve these specialized needs are gas-powered actuators, in which the motive fluid power is the pipeline product itself, or in certain circumstances, electro-hydraulic actuators.

Gas-powered actuators

There are two types of gas-powered actuators:

- **Direct gas** — In this configuration, pipeline gas is piped directly into the actuator power cylinder.
- **Gas-over-oil** — This design pumps pipeline gas into a tank used to pressurize hydraulic fluid, which is subsequently piped to the actuator power cylinder.

**Pros**

- Gas-powered actuators require no external power supply. Motive power is provided by the pipeline product and is always available for use.
- Pipeline pressure can support the use of large actuators in any environment, allowing isolation or fail-safe action either through a mechanical spring (in direct gas versions) or through stored hydraulic pressure (in gas-over-oil models).

**Cons**

- The primary drawback of gas-powered actuators is tied to their main advantage. Using the pipeline product results in a relative “waste” of the product.
- More importantly, every stroke of the valve exhausts pipeline gas into the atmosphere with negative environmental effects. In these cases, an efficient torque mechanism and a smaller cylinder volume per unit of torque are important to reduce the amount of exhaust gas.

**Comparative advantages**

- Direct gas actuators weigh less than gas-over-oil models and have lower initial capital cost because they require no tanks or hydraulic controls. They also have simpler control circuitry because they operate only on the gas supply.
- Gas-over-oil actuators have the advantage of using clean hydraulic fluid in the actuator power cylinder. This is especially significant in case of line gases with heavy particulate or corrosive contents.

Despite the longevity benefits of gas-over-oil, markets that use gas-powered actuators are moving toward direct gas because of improved anti-corrosion treatments (such as high-thickness electroless nickel plating and improved filter elements) that allow direct use of dirty or corrosive gases with reduced impact on power cylinder efficiency and integrity.

In markets such as the United Kingdom, environmental concerns are gradually leading to the replacement of gas-powered actuators with electrohydraulic models.

**Figure 6:** Because of their remote locations and distance from infrastructure utilities, pipeline applications often rely on gas-powered actuators to automate large isolating ball valves.
Electrohydraulic (EH) actuators

In its basic form, an electrohydraulic (EH) actuator combines an electric motor and pump assembly to pressurize a reserve of hydraulic fluid, a hydraulic control group to handle open/close functionality, and a hydraulic actuator to operate the valve. This basic design can be expanded to include a wide range of electrical or electronic control components, allowing command and feedback capabilities equivalent to those of electric actuators.

Pros

• EH actuators combine the infrastructure simplicity of electric power with the advantages of piston-type actuators, including mechanical fail-safe action, high operating speeds and high operating torques. They also offer key advantages of hydraulic actuators, such as reduced footprints when automating very large valves and high precision modulating and positioning capability.

• Electrohydraulic actuators are already in widespread use in the power sector and are becoming more popular for oil and gas applications, primarily in the mid- and downstream segments or onshore upstream.

• In the other segments, electrohydraulics are becoming increasingly popular for retrofitting applications. EH offers a viable alternative to manual valves where industrial power supplies are readily available but where air or oil compressor units and relevant distribution infrastructure would create intrusive designs or capital cost barriers.

• Extensive use of standard hydraulics makes the business case for EH less compelling in upstream offshore oil and gas applications, where it’s more convenient to centralize the hydraulic power unit for supply to several standard hydraulic actuators than to provide each actuator with a dedicated onboard motor/pump/oil reserve assembly.

• On small and medium valves in remote locations, improving solar panel technologies are making solar-powered electrohydraulics a viable option. Australia is leading the way on coal seam gas applications.

• Western Europe is leading the gradual conversion of pipeline actuators from gas powered to electrohydraulic for environmental reasons. In many cases however, the electric power supply to EH is industrial rather than solar, both for climatic and power draw reasons. This is possible because of smaller pipeline networks (both in terms of length and diameter), mature and distributed supporting infrastructure across the territories impacted, and the higher social value given to environmental factors that drive political and regulatory decisions in the direction of “green” solutions, even at overall higher costs.

Cons

• The primary drawback to EH is the higher capital and operating costs, resulting from the complexity of the systems and the risks associated with high-pressure hydraulic fluid (as in the case of standard hydraulics).

• Low-pressure EH models are available, but are only viable on smaller valves (up to approximately 12–16 in, depending on the valve pressure rating). For this reason, adoption rates are lower in the oil and gas industry (where larger valves are frequently necessary) than in the power industry (which typically utilizes smaller valves).
Future developments

Heavy-duty piston actuators
There is growing industry demand for mechanical workhorses designed specifically to operate valves, typically with expected lifespans of 20 to 40 years. The goal is to improve mechanical efficiency, reliability and safety. Some initial progress is being made toward integrating piston actuator control components into plant SCADA or DCS systems. Most of these developments are being carried out by control equipment providers, both independently and as part of automation groups.

More widespread use of electrohydraulic actuators
EH trends on the horizon include: higher modularity and flexibility of configurations and features compared to previous “closed box” standards. Higher data collection, storage and integration capabilities are also in the works. Most intriguing is a trend toward purely electric fail-safe actuators, which would offer the benefits of current electrohydraulic systems without the downsides of high-pressure oil.

Electric fail-safe functions seem to be developing in two separate directions:
1. Including a mechanical element: A spring, coupled to the motor drive train during normal operation, but disengaged and free to intervene in the fail-safe scenarios.
2. Using supercapacitors to allow a reserve of electrical energy to power the fail-safe action when required.

As usual, there’s no single perfect solution. Where application of IEC 61508 is required, spring-return mechanisms enable an SC3 SIL3-compatible rating on the safety function where required, but are larger, heavier and more costly. Supercapacitor solutions can’t be rated higher than SC2 without physical redundancy, but are smaller, lighter and less expensive. Both technologies still have limitations in terms of the size of valves that can be actuated, which currently limits their use in many oil and gas scenarios.

New materials and sealing technologies
While most of today’s actuators use traditional materials like steel and iron, manufacturers are considering the benefits of using composite materials for construction of pressure-retaining parts and other components. As material properties keep improving, it will be possible to achieve considerable weight savings and improve corrosion resistance. Both of these benefits would have significant impacts on offshore installations, to name just one example.

New materials and sealing technologies could also help reduce metal-to-metal contact on actuator moving parts, an essential step toward improving the performance reliability of long stand-still actuators.

Another exciting material application that could provide direct operating cost benefits is the use of ceramics on Scotch yokes, particularly in high-cycle applications. The performance gains could be impressive, not to mention the improved lifespan and process uptime.

Figure 7: Actuator manufacturers are exploring the benefits of advanced composite materials, like those used in the manufacture of wind turbine blades. Composites can offer considerable weight savings and excellent corrosion resistance without sacrificing strength or durability.
Future developments (continued)

Integrated operations and “smart” valves
Sensor technology keeps getting cheaper, as does data processing capability. By combining the two, valves and actuators can be integrated with sensors that monitor operating pressures, torque and speed output, and wear of critical parts — all in real time. This potent combination enables more and better predictive maintenance, driving increased safety and efficiency.

This fits in well with the increasingly popular trend of integrated operations, commonly known as IO, which relies heavily on real-time information gathering and transmission. Process operators need to achieve more with less, so remote operations and unmanned facilities run from a centralized control room are a growing trend. Self-diagnosing electric actuators that communicate with remote control systems are already common, so it’s not a big stretch to extend the same capabilities to fluid-powered models.

In addition, wireless communication is increasingly being used to transfer process information. All this can be built into automation packages covering the final control element: the actuated valve as an intelligent, self-monitoring, vertically integrated assembly.

Flowserve can help

Not sure which actuator solution is right for your application? We can help.

Flowserve actuators are available in electric, pneumatic, hydraulic and electrohydraulic designs. Numerous options and upgrades are also available to address a wide variety of process, networking and operational needs. We understand that you have many factors to consider, and that selecting the right actuator for your application can be confusing. Actuation experts are available to advise you on your application requirements.

We encourage you to contact your local Flowserve sales representative to learn more. Contact details can be found at Flowserve.com.
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